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Introduction

In industrial production situations, temperature data is seldom acquired, but
nevertheless is important in predicting residual stress profiles for critical dissimilar
material inertia welds. The present model rapidly estimates peak joint temperatures using
runtime data from actual welds together with the Duhamel’s Integral solution to the heat
conduction problem. The model predicts peak temperatures accurately in a stainless steel
/ niobium inertia weld, but is less accurate for cooling rates. Although numerical
approaches such as finite element are more accurate (Refs. 1,2), this model provides
valuable guidance in weld parameter development and as a practical temperature
estimation tool for production situations.

Procedure

Inertia welds were made between l-inch O.D. 316L stainless steel and
commercial y pure niobium tubes with respective wall thicknesses of 0.080 inches and
0.125 inches using an MTI 90B inertia welder. Weld parameters were: surface velocity of
393 ft/r&n, axial force of 8330 lbf, and moment of inertia of 5.19 lbm-ft2. Temperature
profiles were measured using type K thermocouples. The runtime deceleration data was
used to generate the heat generation term, and Duhamel’s Integral was solved for the case
of 1-D heat conduction. The model predictions were within 10% of the measured values
for the bondline temperature profile.

Results and Discussion

In the present study it was demonstrated that:
1) the temperature profile during inertia welding can be well represented by simple

analytical solutions that directly use machine-generated data
2) the proposed forms of the heat generation term in this study can be used to provide

guidance for parameter development when attempting to transfer successful weld
parameters to varying part diameters

3) it is unlikely that a fluid layer was generated during the inertia welds discussed in this
work.
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Two empirical but physically motivated models for the power dissipation were used, but
both rely on the deceleration runtime data from actual welds. Figure 1 shows the
thermal profiles predicted by both models as compared to the measured thermal profile at
the bondline.

The additional significance of this work is that it provides new guidance in weld
parameter development. The customary assumption in transferring inertia weld
parameters from one size of tube to another size is that the bond energy per unit area
should remain constant. This work introduces an additional criterion, namely:

r“ “Pb = const.

where

r is the tube radius,

P is the nominal applied axial load, and

a and b are constants

(1)

This additional criterion was derived by considering the general constitutive form
for hot, highly worked matefial, and determining the relationship between r and P that
would make the relationship between the angular velocity and the interracial shear stress
an invariant with respect to time. In practice, this new criterion taken together with the
constant energy per unit area criterion means that welds that have the same power
dissipation flux will be identical welds. This is shown in Figure 2, in which full-scale (1
inch OD) welds and sub-scale welds (0.75 inch) had identical bend test characteristics
when their power dissipation flux curves were closely matched.

Conclusion

In this work, a reduced order heat generation model together with a simple heat
conduction model rapidly estimates thermal profiles using runtime data and is able to run
on an industrial PC. Also, a new criterion is introduced that allows accurate transfer of
weld parameters over differing sizes to ensure that welds identical mechanical properties
are achieved. Work in progress extends this work with finite element
accurately predict cooling rates and residual stresses.
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Figure 1.

Thermal predictions resulting from the two di~erent assumed forms of the
Heat generation term and compared to the measured thermal projile
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Figure 2.

Power dissipation flux curves for sub scale andfill scale welds made at various bond
pressures


